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Dear parents, carers
and friends,
It gives me great pleasure to
introduce you to our Spring and
Summer Newsletter where we
can reflect back on all of the
fantastic things that have gone
on at Ark Globe Academy during
a testing and unprecedented
time. At the beginning of Spring
before the pandemic had fully
taken hold, we organised our
annual Careers Week and
provided our young people
with an insight in to different
pathways available to them
in later life. Our school has a
magnificent range of academic
and commercial partners and the
week of activity engaging with
them is always popular amongst
our students.
There were some interesting
enrichment events across the
year groups in Spring, with visits
to the London Wetlands Centre,
Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and
the Natural History Museum to
name a few.
In order to help reduce the
spread of COVID-19, schools
across the country were closed
towards the end of March.
We greatly missed having our
students on-site, but I was
delighted by the resilience our
community displayed during
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this period. Collectively, we
displayed remarkable strength
and expertly adapted to new
ways of communicating and
learning. It really was a term
full of firsts as we embraced
the powers of modern-day
technology, transitioning our
weekly assemblies to a virtual
space. We also created small
community classrooms for our
most vulnerable students and
for those whose parents and
carers are key workers.
Our mission statement is
preparing our students for
university and to be leaders in
their community. I am incredibly
proud that once again, 100%
of our Sixth Form students are
celebrating receiving a university
offer, including three from
Oxbridge. A huge congratulations
to this year’s cohort who have
individually worked incredibly
hard for these rewards.
It’s been an unusual couple
of months, yet we have still
managed to achieve so much and
I hope you enjoy reading about
these successes in this edition,
just as much as I have.

Mr Matt Jones,
Principal

Preparing our students for university and to be leaders in their community
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A fantastic Careers Week at Ark Globe

We organised an inspiring Careers
Week with a series of assemblies,
masterclasses, our very first Careers
Fair, workshops, university trips,
apprenticeship talks and much more.
Held during the National Careers
Week in March, the week was full of
exciting events.
Our Reception class went to the Science
Museum. Their visit turned into a giant
interactive game, as they learnt how to bring
objects to life through animation and took
part in activities specially tailored for them.
Year 5 and 6 went on university trips.
Year 6s’ destination was University of
Oxford, where they took part in a session
exploring their ideas on what university
is. Students were also given humanities
and science workshops on Greek Gods and
DNA. St Anne’s College at Oxford was their
host and they commented that the Year
6s were fantastic guests and asked some
excellent questions. They said: “We liked the
determination of the pupil who said ‘see you
in 8 years’ on the way out!”
Yasser, Year 6, said that he really enjoyed
the trip as he’d never been to a university
before. “The experience was very unexpected,
I didn’t think a university looked like how
it does. The fact that the university is made
out of so many colleges and they are not
colleges, in the way that we know, but they
are colleges in the way that people live in the
university. I want to be a game developer, so
I need to learn computer science. I want to
study this in Oxford.”
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Kyra,Year 6, said: “I learnt a very interesting
thing that in Oxford, they do hockey but
underwater. I always wanted to go to Oxford,
going there I really liked it and got excited.”
Year 5 went to Kingston University, took
part in workshops, were given tours and
attended a mock graduation ceremony with
gowns and cap. They threw their graduation
caps in the air at the end of the ceremony
in the traditional university style.

“We liked the determination of the
pupil who said ‘see you in 8 years’
on the way out!”
St Anne’s College, University of Oxford

Students reflected on the different aspects
of our Culture Pyramid that they would
need to practice at university. Davina,Year
5, said that she learnt that integrity is very
important for a university student: “When
they make a mistake they should show
integrity to themselves and try to improve
their studies, to become better people and
get their degrees.”
Novie, Year 6 said “I learnt that relationships
are important. At university, you are part
of a group of people that you don’t really
know. The first year is all about building up
your relationships so that you can become
a strong person when it comes to meeting
new people.”
As part of Careers Week, Year 3 and 4
spent a great day at Kidzania where they
experienced many real-life activities such
as baking, banking and working at the till
of a supermarket.

Year 7, 8 and 9 attended our first ever
Careers Fair which hosted organisations
including the civil service, academia,
property, apprenticeships, construction,
design and printing, police, engineering,
sports and health. London Fire Brigade,
the RAF, Montagu Evans LLP, Northumbria
University, the Home Office, Kilnbridge,
Reed Recruitment, Lendlease, HMRC, Hobs
Reprographics, Southbank UTC, and many
more were amongst the exhibitors and they
told students about the careers in their field.
During the fair, students took thoughtprovoking masterclasses on raising
aspirations, inspiring careers and personal
branding. Huge thanks to all of the amazing
companies that supported us on the day. Our
students loved meeting the professionals and
hearing about different career options.

Throughout the week, students across
Ark Globe signed up to attend after-school
masterclasses on business management,
finance, apprenticeships, hospitality, HR,
law, marketing and PR. They received a
certificate of attendance at the end of the
sessions so that they can start building their
portfolios! Exceptional professionals from
London Academy of Trading, Hilton London
Bankside Hotel, Brands2Life and Arma
Partners inspired our students with the
masterclasses they delivered.
We were very proud to invite Shahena
Begum, one of our alumni, back to the
Academy for a masterclass. Shahena, one
of the first cohort of Ark Globe Sixth Form
graduates, took the apprenticeship route and
now works for NatWest as their Assistant
Relationship Manager.
At another fun careers’ session, students had
the chance to create their own decorative
desserts, whilst learning about the catering
industry from our Chef, Mr Noori. He
discussed his personal career journey.
British Science Week and World Book Day
were also great opportunities to expand the
Careers Week activities in both Primary and
Secondary. Students enjoyed learning about
careers in writing and publishing, as well as
science. A huge planetarium was built in the
Primary hall and all year groups were able
to enjoy it, as well as learn about careers in
the field.
It was a wonderful week, enjoyed by all
Ark Globe students!
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This term
in pictures
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For more news and updates please follow us on Twitter: @ARKGlobeAcademy,
Facebook: ARK Globe Academy and visit www.arkglobe.org
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Celebrating university offers:
3 Oxbridge and our first Medicine offers
This is a very special year for our
community as we are once again
celebrating 100% of our Sixth Form
students receiving a university offer,
including three from Oxbridge. All
of the students received the news in
January that their applications had
been accepted and are now focused
on this summer’s exams.
Olamide received an offer to study Classics
at St Anne’s College, Oxford. She needs
three As to have her place confirmed in
English, media, and sociology. She said:
“I didn’t believe it at first. I read through
the whole email three times. My mum
was so excited, she called the school.”
Former Head Girl, Lauren, applied to study
Theology and Religion at Cambridge and
received the good news from Emmanuel
College, Cambridge. She needs to get an
A* and two As to take up her place. During
her interviews at Cambridge, Lauren met
up with Zareen Roy-Macauley (Ark Globe’s
first student to get into Oxbridge — now
studying at Cambridge) for a catch up and
some advice. “I felt very much relieved when
I received the email. I called my dad and
my mum, two brothers…Everyone was very
happy.” said Lauren. “All I need to do now is
get the grades. I am also looking forward to
it. A levels will be difficult but exciting.”
More fantastic news, this year, we received
our first ever Medicine offers. Five
students received offers from Cambridge,
King’s, St. George’s and Loughborough
universities. Aiming to study medicine at
Oxford’s Corpus Christi College, Kirsten is
preparing to secure three A*s. Kirsten has
been interested in a medical career for a
long time, having written and published a
successful article about public health when
she was in Year 10. Kirsten said: “I am very
happy and still shocked that I got the offer.
It has been my dream to study medicine.
I worked really hard. I prepared for the
interview every morning, and on the day,
I stayed calm.”

The subjects that our students were
interested in applying for has broadened.
This year, we had our second ever student
to apply to study Architecture and they
received an offer from Loughborough. Our
first student to apply for Film Studies
received an offer from Queen Mary
University. There are many more Ark
Globe Sixth Form students with offers
from the country’s leading universities.
58% of students received an offer from
at least one Russell Group university,
including Manchester, Queen Mary, Exeter,
Nottingham and King’s.
Early this year it was announced that Ark
Globe Sixth Form is in the top two per cent
of Sixth Forms nationally. Our Head of
Sixth Form, Ms Sechere, said: “At Ark Globe
Sixth Form we believe that as the tide rises
all the boats go up. Over the last five years,
I am proud to say that not only has the
tide in Southwark changed, but it has risen
significantly despite the social injustice and
educational inequality that surrounds us.”
Congratulations to all of our Sixth
Form students and best of luck for
the exams!
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Celebrating World Book Day

We celebrated World Book Day across
the Academy with a very special
programme of activities.
Primary decided on the theme of Roald Dahl
which was launched at an exciting assembly.
Students and teachers came to school
dressed as their favourite characters, created
by the acclaimed writer. Primary celebrated
in the library, with cakes and stories for
students who had earned a Golden Ticket
for outstanding reading. It was also great to
have some of our parents spending quality
time reading with their children in the
morning. In the afternoon, students went
to different year groups to share their
favourite stories.
The day after World Book Day, students
voted for their favourite costume worn
by teachers. Miss Trunchbull-Parsons,
Grand High Witch-Smith, Willy WonkaBellamy, Matilda Costanzi and the BFG
were amongst those who competed. And
the winner was... Ms Shahajahan with her
amazing portrayal of Violet Beauregarde!
Secondary students investigated the Mystery
of the Missing Eye of the Globe, an ancient
statue which was ‘stolen’ from our library.
Clues were given throughout the day and
led the students to the library. ‘Whodunit?’
‘Was Ms Parker an alibi?’ ‘Was the thief Mr
Bonser?’ ‘Why was Ms Moore eliminated
6

from inquiries?’ ‘Was it proven that Mr
Boothe was innocent?’ All these questions
made students fill the library, hunting for
clues. But the glitter on Mr Butler-Zanetti’s
hands gave away that he in fact was the one
who stole the Eye of the Globe!
Students really enjoyed solving the mystery
and joined the Primary to eat cakes at the
Golden Ticket event. Some of them also
received book vouchers.
World Book Day was combined with Careers
Week at Ark Globe with students discovering
information about careers in publishing,
such as what an author or illustrator does
in their day to day professional life. A big
‘well done’ to everyone who supported such
a fun and stimulating day which was
enjoyed by all!

Globe Goes Green
We were very proud to launch the project
‘Go Green’ across the Academy. As part of
their geography lessons, students researched
and discovered that at Ark Globe 300 plastic
bottles were used daily, for students at lunch
time. This produced 1,500 bottles per week
and 60,000 bottles per year — the same
weight as two baby elephants. Students
further discovered the environmental
effects of plastic bottles worldwide and
how recycling worked.
As a result, students took the initiative,
and working with their teacher Ms Barrie,
they persuaded the Academy leaders to ban
single use plastic bottles in the school. Every
student and staff member in the Academy
received a reusable water bottle and the
number of water fountains and refilling
stations were increased. From Nursery
to Sixth Form, students were very happy
to take part in this campaign.
‘Go Green’ is now a wider project that is run
in collaboration with some other Ark schools.
We are very proud of our students who are
keen to play their part in saving the planet.

Sixth Form Networking Evening
Our Sixth Form Networking Evening once
again brought over 100 professionals,
our Sixth Formers and select Year 11s
together. The guests came from a wide
range of professional backgrounds including
government, museums, media, health,
law, finance, charity and medicine. They
shared their insights, inspired the students
and gave them advice about preparing for
their working lives. Our students had the
chance to practice their networking skills
with these inspirational people, as well as
leaving them very much impressed. Many
of the guests praised the students’
confidence and professionalism.

Business and Finance, Health Services and
Medical Careers, and were very popular
amongst the students.
We received lovely comments about the
event and our students on Twitter.

We also had three fantastic panel
discussions during the evening. These truly
stimulating sessions focused on Media,
Journalism and Creative Industries,
7

Year 7s to support Young Historians
Project as they ‘learn’
Written by Mr Everett
“Exploring how to improve climate for
learning with my two Year 7 classes, we
took on strategies such as talking more
explicitly about ‘learning’. I asked students
to have a go at creating ‘storyboards’ of their
experience of learning in the lesson, guided
by questions I posed. Another initiative was
that each time I said ‘learn’ or a word with
‘learn’ in it, students would give me thumbs
up and I’d add it to a positive tally, whereas
when I said ‘work’ they made the ‘L’ sign to
remind me to speak about ‘learning’ instead,
and I added a negative tally.

recipient, as they were inspired by the fact
that it is a youth-led non-profit encouraging
the development of young historians of
African and Caribbean heritage in Britain.
YHP were delighted with the donation, and
the students’ interest, and we’re hoping that
they will come to run some creative history
workshops at Globe in the near future.”

I pledged to donate 10p to a History
education charity for each negative tally,
which I rounded up to £5 at the end of the
autumn term. My Year 7 students chose
Young Historians Project as their preferred

Year 12s discover law careers
at apprenticeship event

Year 6 get into nature at
London Wetland Centre

Our Sixth Formers went to a law
apprenticeship workshop at the Home
Office, which was led by the Chartered
Institute for Legal Executives. Our
students were hosted by Kathryn Jack
from the Institute and Tom Ketteley
from the Home Office. They were able
to learn about career options in law and
meet apprentices who currently work at
the Home Office. Students also had the
chance to network with professionals from
a variety of departments working in the
legal professions in the civil service.

Our Year 6 students enjoyed a day at
the London Wetland Centre as part of
their science lesson. They had hands-on
sessions covering a variety of topics, from
habitats and classification, through to
conservation and sustainability. Students
had opportunities to discover more about
wetlands and the many species they
support. Year 6s really enjoyed being in
nature for this learning experience.
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Primary celebrates Science Week
Our Primary students took part in a series
of events and activities throughout British
Science Week in March.
Year 1 were very fortunate to go on a trip to
the beautiful Kew Gardens, which is known
for housing one of the largest and most
diverse botanical collections in the world.
The whole of Primary had very interesting
and fun science demonstrations and
investigations throughout the week. They
also took part in a poster competition with
the title of ‘What makes me different?’ Well
done to all of the students who created the
beautiful posters which were exhibited
around the school after the competition.
In addition to these great activities, a huge,
immersive mobile planetarium was built in
the first-floor hall of the Primary building.
The Primary students had the wonderful
experience of going into the planetarium
and observing the stars, as well as learning
information about space from experts.

Globe Poets’ book published

Year 13s at Birkbeck University

Our award-winning poetry collective,
Globe Poets, have published their first book!
The students who have been part of it came
together to celebrate. Our Globe Poets have
travelled to the USA twice to take part in
the biggest international slam competition,
Brave New Voices. The group have
performed locally too, including big schools’
events and poetry festivals at Southbank
Centre. Congratulations to all of the
students whose work has been published.
Our Professional Pathways students
attended a student conference at Birkbeck
University. The conference had some great
skills-building activities, including mock
interviews and informative sessions on
university and apprenticeship choices.
On the day, three of our students were
awarded certificates in recognition of their
demonstration of Ark values. Mogeed
received the ‘Be Kind’ Award, Mayara, the
‘Be Brave’ Award and Ayomide, the ‘Aim
High’ Award.
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Enrichment Day:
Culture, Heritage and Passion
Our whole Secondary school and Sixth Form
participated in the first Enrichment Day
of the year. The day was all about culture,
passions and the beautiful diverse heritage
of our community. Students took part in
a variety of fantastic opportunities from
trips to cultural institutions, like Neasden
Temple and the Natural History Museum,
to workshops on fencing, bouldering,
self-development, printmaking and
healthy cooking.
Some of our Year 7s explored the great
collections of the British Museum, while
others went on a tour of the Science
Museum. Year 8s enjoyed the interactive
installations at the National Army Museum,
while some of the students learnt arts and
crafts and baking on the day. Our students
loved learning horse riding, ice skating,
golf and bouldering.
It was a fantastic opportunity for all of
our students and staff to learn new things
and share their passions with each other.
The next Enrichment Day will be on
Professionalism and Leadership and will
take the students into the world of work
and universities.

Primary students take
junior citizenship course

Our Year 6s took a junior citizenship
course prepared by Transport for London’s
Safety and Citizenship team, Metropolitan
Police and local borough council. They
experienced a variety of safety scenarios,
took the tube and bus, and completed
interactive problem-solving sessions. They
covered a variety of areas including: fire
safety, staying safe on the roads and what
to do in an emergency.
10

Year 10 girls’ become Stemettes
Ten of our Year 10 girls were nominated
by their science teachers to go on a
prestigious science event.
The event was held by Stemettes,
an organisation which works to
encourage women into science with their
mission statement: Science, Technology,
Engineering & Maths are for girls and
for all.
The girls took part in a STEM challenge
and competitions and heard from different
women in STEM fields about their current
roles and career and university advice.
The girls thoroughly enjoyed this
experience.

Shakespeare’s Globe Trip
Our Year 10s went on a trip to
Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre as part of
their English Literature lesson. They
were welcomed by their expert guides and
taken on a fascinating tour of the iconic
theatre. This brought the space to life with
colourful stories of the 1599 Globe to the
reconstruction process in the 1990s and
the contemporary theatre. Our students
thoroughly enjoyed hearing about the
history of this important building and
the birth of Shakespeare’s literary legacy.
After the tour, they watched a fantastic
performance of Macbeth.

Student awards at Southwark
Climate Change Art Exhibition
Our students took part in the Southwark
Climate Change art competition and six of
their excellent artworks were shortlisted
by an expert panel. The artworks were
then displayed at a prestigious exhibition
and included in the printed catalogue. The
students artworks ranged from sculpture,
to drawing and an artist book. The works
were made by Demari, Julcoves, Kurt, Saja,
Julcoves and Malachi from Year 7, Khalid
and Shivani from Year 8, and Hannah and
Teaghan from Year 10, and demonstrated
their thinking about climate change and
our relationship with the environment.
The exhibition took place during the
week of the launch of the Annual Public
Health Report by the Southwark Council.
In addition, Khalid has been shortlisted
to receive an award, which was presented
to him at a special event.
Congratulations all of the students for this
fantastic achievement!

P&G UK visits our Sixth Form
Last term, our Sixth Form hosted an
exciting event when Ian Morley, Marketing
and Sales Manager for Northern Europe
and the UK of Procter and Gamble, came
to the Academy for an exclusive business
challenge day. Procter and Gamble,
also known as P&G, is an American
multinational consumer goods company,
which produces many of the household
brands that are also popular in the UK.
As part of the day, Sixth Formers were
involved in delivering their marketing
campaign presentations to Ian Morley
along with our Principal, Mr Jones, and
Associate Principal, Ms Sookun. After
the presentations, Ian Morley and other
executives gave great inspirational speeches
to our students. Morley said: “We spent an
inspiring day at Ark Globe Academy, where
Year 12s presented their business cases.
The quality was amazing.”
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An unusual Summer Term: School
closures across the UK due to COVID-19
The COVID-19 pandemic claimed
over one million lives and led the
whole world to social and economic
disruption. Many countries went to
months-long lockdowns which meant
that workplaces had to close as well
as the schools. UK schools closed
between 23 March and 1 June to all
except for the children of keyworkers
and vulnerable students, and all exams
were cancelled. Ark Globe followed
the Government guidelines and closed
except for our community classrooms
during this time. Our wider community
found alternative ways to stay in touch
and support and inspire each other.
Here are some highlights of the very
unusual Summer Term 2020:

We invited our whole community to
represent Ark Globe Academy and take part
in our challenge to collectively run, cycle or
walk a target of 1000km. Year 1s, when they
returned to the Academy, ran and walked
daily to add 1 mile to the overall target!
Ms Martin achieved 17km in only half a
day! Our staff, business and community
partners, parents and grandparents walked,
ran and cycled and on 10 July, we easily
doubled our target! In total, 3,805 people
across the Ark schools network took part
and completed an amazing 195,027 km. It
was a fantastic event bringing all of our
community together!

Community Classroom

Virtual Ark Sports Day
Due to the lockdown we were not able to
organise our much-anticipated Sports Day,
however we had a lovely alternative. All of
the Ark Academies got together to put on
a Virtual Sports Day! Together we had the
challenge of running, cycling or walking the
40,000km distance around the world! Every
academy set their own target to contribute
to the effort, but this immediately turned
into a great competition between schools.
Throughout the lockdown, we kept
our academy open for the community
classrooms. Students gained a variety
of skills besides their regular academic
learning. Playing the piano, 3D urban
modelling, planting, kite making and
flying, and baking were amongst these
skills. However, we must emphasise that
the community classroom became almost
experts in one thing: pizza making! They
loved making and eating pizza, but their
fame went beyond the classroom and their
great pizzas were liked by many people on
the academy’s twitter account. Mr Jones,
Executive Principal, joined the queue to
taste the famous pizza too!
12
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Virtual Assemblies
All key stages had their own bi-weekly
virtual assemblies which consisted of
presentations, mini videos of messages by
teachers, birthday notes, challenges, music,
news and more… Sixth Form conducted
their Student Union elections through the
virtual assemblies and they challenged each
other to run 5k for the NHS. Key stage 4s
assemblies were energised by the music
students composed. There were baking
competitions, motivational messages,
learning family awards and much more. The
last virtual assembly was dedicated to the
leaving Year 11s. It was full of emotional
goodbye messages by the staff and many
pictures of the journey that Year 11s had
been on at Globe.

14

Key stage 3 saw artistic talent flourishing
amongst their students during lockdown
and this was reflected in their virtual
assemblies too. Kyara’s COVID-19 rap
was one of the most remarkable of the
creative outputs! Assessment champions
were also announced on the assemblies.
When the Black Lives Matter protests
took place, a special virtual BLM assembly
was created by the whole Secondary and
Sixth Form. Virtual assemblies were
something that we did for the first time due
to the circumstances we found ourselves
in, however, it was proven a great joy to
watch each time and did really bring the
community together.

The Primary ‘Wow Wall’
Primary celebrated their home learning
success when the school was closed by
creating a virtual ‘Wow Wall’. Every week
the stars of the week for each year group
were announced for their ‘wow work’. When
the Primary school opened to students in
a phased way, Primary started to celebrate
school bubble stars through a virtual
assembly. There were so many really great
works done by the Primary students, either
at home or in the academy. At the final
Assembly of the year, Primary awarded
Stars of the Year and said goodbye to
our Year 6s.

15

Wow!
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Gardening in Summer
Our lovely vegetable garden was utilised
by our Year 1s once they came back to
school. Year 1 Orange Bubble and Ms Rose
were very busy throughout July in their
garden plot and their first harvest was
lettuce. Year 1’s hard work in the garden
was in line with their Science lessons. They
learnt about plants and loved growing their
own from seed.

Rainbow Artworks on the Gate
Our Primary students produced some
fantastic creations which hung on the
Secondary gates. The artworks beautiful,
colourful rainbow shapes gave messages of
solidarity and hope. They welcomed all our
visitors and were very much praised.
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Southwark Careers Fair
Our Year 12s attended Southwark Careers
Fair which was celebrating its sixth
anniversary. The fair takes part every year
in Elephant and Castle and hosts around
600 students from the borough.
Our students enjoyed interacting with the
businesses who took part and learning
about wide-ranging future job and training
opportunities available to them. 23
exhibitors were grouped into career zones
including: arts/entertainment, construction/
property, create/design, engineering/
hospitality, legal/finance and media/public
sector. Students had the opportunity to
get hands-on experience and build Lego
buildings with an architecture company and
decorate cupcakes with a catering company.

Reading Videos
During lockdown we had the fantastic
opportunity of listening to our Primary
teachers and librarian read some examples
of excellent children’s literature and
classics. At least two reading videos were
uploaded on to the Globe website every
week. Nursery had tailored reading videos,
while the rest of Primary had the joy of a
surprise read by a co-teacher each week.
Our librarian read a chapter of the BFG
by Roald Dahl weekly and presented
introductions to some iconic literary works,
such as George Orwell’s 1984 and Margaret
Atwood’s the Handmaid’s Tale.
18

Prefect ceremony
Our new prefects took over the prestigious
job with a great sit-down ceremony in
our Pentagon Hall. They received their
badges from our Executive Principal, Mr
Jones. There was a fantastic atmosphere
in the Pentagon Hall when our new
student leaders came on the stage. They
said that they were looking forward to the
representing the student body in various
events and amplifying the voices of their
peers at the academy.

Gift books
The publisher Harper Collins sent our
Primary Academy a bumper box of books
to help celebrate World Book Day. The
Harper Collins books put a huge smile on
our students’ faces as they opened the box
full of exciting reads.

Primary Science
Investigation Day

Primary enjoyed a full day of scientific
investigations. They undertook experiments
to find out if they all have the same body
using a variety of methods. One of the
experiments investigated their unique
fingerprints. Students also investigated the
five senses to find out if they were all the
same height. They took part in the poster
competition “What makes me different?”
and also made drawings and presentations
as part of this day.
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Competitions —
Big win was bicycles
During the Summer Term, we launched
a new competition for Secondary and
Primary every week! Competitions varied
from a data challenge to art or baking.
Every week, fantastic entries were sent by
students, which put the selection committee
in the very difficult position of having to
choose only one winner. Each week winners
received a £20 Amazon voucher, except for
one week, when the big prize was really
substantial — Saja (Year 7) and Luna
(Year 5) won a bicycle each!
In addition, we had a Culture Pyramid
competition, poetry championship and
word of the week challenges. We ran a
big bunting competition for the 75th
anniversary of VE Day. Students’ most
common inspiration was the NHS, as
many artworks were dedicated to the NHS
workers and acknowledging the great effort
they have made throughout the pandemic.

Brands2Life donated Chromebooks
During the lockdown, community mattered
more than ever. Our teachers made weekly
phone calls to every student’s home to stay
in touch. Students worked very hard, despite
the great difference in their study routines.
We published work packs and assessments
online. During this time, we were very
fortunate to get some great support from our
wider community. One of our long-standing
business partners Brands2Life donated 20
Chromebooks to be used by our Year 10s. We
saw many happy faces when students came
to the academy to collect their Chromebooks.
This helped us overcome the challenge of
providing all of our Year 10s with digital
remote learning. Once again, we would like
to send big thanks to Brands2Life, who has
been an amazing business partner to our
Academy, continuously supporting our young
people and staff.
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